SSSSA began entering KO cricket results on Cricket Australia’s ‘MyCricket’ data base in 2010. The same procedure will continue in 2017.

For the 2017 KO season, SSSSA requests that the teachers or coaches of cricket teams:
1. Phone their scores to SSSSA (as has been done previously)
2. Provide more extensive information about matches that will then be entered on to the MyCricket data base.

To submit match details for the MyCricket database, go to:
2.  **MAIN MENU** (on the top left hand corner of the page).
3.  Double click on **Knockout Scoreboard**.
4.  Double click on **KNOCKOUT CRICKET SCORES 2017** or cut and paste match details in the section below.
5.  Fill in match details.
6.  Send.

Nick Moschetta is the SSSSA administrator of the MyCricket website so any queries need to be directed to him. Either write a message at the bottom of the submitted email or call him at Wirreanda High School on 83297200.